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The Prairie Crossing Front Porch Society-PC's musical fellowship.        the goals of the  PCFPS are-
      Promoting and expanding PC's already substantial musical culture        creating an invitation to sit in and 
play, sing, and just enjoy participating in music in community        promote the idea that playing music is a great 
way for neighbors to get to know each other        improve participant’s musicianship.        OPEN TO ALL prairie CROSS-
ING RESIDENTS and friends, musicians, percussionists, dancers, singers, and those willing to just  play and have fun


          You’re welcomed to sit in and play regardless of skill level       Participants are welcomed to bring along 
favorite songs, but pleASE BRING  a couple of copies of your tunes WITH  music, and chord progressions FOR OTHERS 
TO FOLLOW ALONG.        PLEASE, of course, have ARRANGEments of YOUR PIECES SUITABLe FOR LESS EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS.   


   TO JOIN, FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PARTICIPATE, OR GET MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT BOB STOTTS at  STOTTSMONKEY     GMAIL.COM or
visit “porchtopia”, our official blog,  at “http://pcfrontporch.wordpress.com”, for jam calendar, and other fun stuff 
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Design and themed environments for museums, aquaria, zoological parks, exhibits and trade shows,
concept and presentation Illustrations and renderings in traditional and digital media, graphics


vector artw
ork


vector illustration and precise digital         
graphics, with artistic flair, for instructional 
and technical diagrams, book, ad and logo 
illustrations, and poster-work    









   


















  



 















Concept sketches and illustrations for the galleries 
of Pier Wisconsin, the Milwaukee Maritime and Lake 


Ecology Museum in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
These sort of atmospheric, themed environments
 are some of my favorite subjects to design and 


Illustrate.In particular, These are subjects that,
really, call for hand rendered sketches, as 3D 


computer programs do not lend themselves (not 
expediently, at least), to portraying such environments.


This was a pivotal project for me, as I was the sole 
designer on the project. working directly with the 


education team, and responsible for interpreting the 
science and translating it directly into fun interactives 


for patrons. Additionally, I strived to create renderings
with punch, as we were in the fund-raising phase of the
museum’s development. If your a museum professional,


you know, all to well, that it is all about inspiring
potential patrons to want to play in our game.
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traditional m


edia


Classical realist and impressionist
style illustrations in traditional media
for books, print, web, and ad work.









   





















  



 















Key Lime Cove in a new (2007) resort and water park in Gurnee 
Illinois.These sketches are for  themed  arcade within the hotel. The 


client wanted a feel that would remind the visitors of a typical 
touristy Florida beach or fishing town. A quick trip to the web ( I 
love the web) gave me plenty of options for iconic textures and 


props. Simple “beach shack” store fronts and some prop tropical 
trees and plants backed with a sunset (painted mural or projected 


lighting effect) creates a fun (and within budget) frame for the 
arcade machines. The propping suggestions included surf boards, 


sails , buoys and crab pots, fishing nets and one of the (apparently 
ubiquitous in Florida) tourist charter sea planes. 


My suggestion for the premiums counter is tricked out a galleon 
(sailing ship) with showcases built into the bow and sides. The 


carpet is one of the several available  commercial  patterns printed 
to look like coral.


The uppermost sketch is approved pencil that I did to  work out the 
view composition and it’s main elements. The final was inked and 


then scanned and colored in Photoshop- one of my favorite 
techniques when the client needs bold, high-impact concept 


sketches.      
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